Abstract. In order to assign appropriate baseline estimation algorithms to different fetal heart rate tracing, a method to evaluate the fetal heart rate (FHR) baseline combining with the fetal movement information was proposed. Fetal actography and tocography were used to extract the fetal movement information. The results showed that the combined method, where the fetal movement detection result was the union of results of actography and tocography, achieved a better performance with the highest sensitivity and an acceptable positive predictive value (PPV). Furthermore, the mean absolute errors (MAEs) of basal FHR values between the two algorithms and the expert were calculated with respect to the duration coefficient of fetal movement. The results showed that the algorithm using empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and Kohonen neural network (KNN) had lower MAEs than a traditional linear baseline estimation algorithm as the duration coefficient increased. However, if the duration coefficient is below 0.2, the errors may be tolerant for the FHR baseline estimation by a linear baseline estimation algorithm, which indicates that different algorithms may be selected for FHR baseline estimation based on different duration coefficients of fetal movement.
Introduction
Fetal heart rate (FHR) baseline estimation plays a critical and essential role in the analysis for cardiotocography (CTG), therefore, a number of FHR baseline estimation algorithms have been proposed in recent decades [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The existing baseline estimation algorithms mainly adopt linear methods like low-pass filters or time-domain average method, which may not adapt to the complex or irregular signals obtained in antepartum fetal heart monitoring. Therefore, a non-linear FHR signal baseline estimation algorithm using empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and computational intelligence tool of Kohonen neural network (KNN) was proposed previously and proven to have a satisfactory effect, especially for the FHR signals containing long-term and frequent accelerations [9] . However, the EMD-KNN method suffers predominantly from low computational efficiency. As a result, the exact discrimination between regular and irregular signals with long-term frequent accelerations is considered helpful to determine which baseline estimation algorithm is employed.
As the FHR accelerations have been demonstrated with a temporal correlation with fetal movement, which means that the more and larger accelerations are, the more and longer-duration fetal movement will be [10] [11] [12] , fetal movement can be used to differentiate the types of FHR signals.
There are several measures to record fetal movement [13] . Doppler fetal actograph has been developed as an effective method with a band-pass filter that filters the demodulated Doppler shift signal from the ultrasound probe, which is believed to be the frequency band containing the information of fetal movement [14] . TOCO signal (or tocography) is also a source of fetal movement, which contains some information of fetal movement inevitably during acquisition, despite the 56% of the true positive rate of the tocography that has been clinically proved in [15] . More traditionally, the patient or doctor can use an event marker to record fetal movement whenever she feels the fetus' movement.
In this study, the approaches to extract fetal movement signals from actography and tocography were presented. Then a combinational baseline estimation method consists of the EMD-KNN method and a traditional baseline estimation method described in [8] was presented, considering the duration of fetal movement.
Materials and methods

Acquisition and preprocessing
Fifty-two experimental signals, including antenatal FHR, TOCO and fetal movement tracing, were clinically recorded from the People's Hospital of Baiyun District, Guangzhou. All the tracing were measured simultaneously with a period of 20 minutes. During monitoring, an experienced obstetric expert with more than 30 years of experience recorded the fetal movement artificially by pressing the abdomen of the pregnant women.
Due to the data acquisition problem, there are a number of missing points or artifacts in the original FHR tracing. In order to recover the undisturbed FHR signals, these artifacts are detected and removed, and linear interpolation is used to fill the gaps.
As to fetal movement tracing, a band-pass filter is used to reject the background noises further. Then a de-noising algorithm described in [16] is used to de-noise the fetal movement signals.
Baseline estimation of the FHR signals
The predominant task of this study is to find out a better method for the baseline estimation of the FHR signals, and two methods are selected based on our previous research [9] : an improved method from Mantel's [8] (marked as Alg1) and the EMD-KNN algorithm (marked as Alg2).
Alg1 adopts a criterion to select a peak which is obtained by histogram analysis of the entire FHR signal. Then a smoothing filter with forward and backward propagation is used to obtain a pliable baseline that does not follow accelerations or decelerations entirely. Replacement of segments in the FHR signal with the resulted baseline is done after performing the filtering. The same process is repeated four times to achieve the final FHR baseline.
Alg2 adopts EMD method to reconstruct the FHR signal so as to remove noise while retaining the typical FHR changes. For the reconstructed signal, the local extreme points are found to form the training set which is input into KNN to conduct cluster analysis. The characteristic points of the baseline part are confirmed as the output result of KNN. On the basis of these points, a cubic spline interpolation and a moving average filtering are then adopted to obtain the virtual FHR baseline.
Fetal movement recognition from actography
For the fetal movement tracing acquired by actography, Ostu method [17, 18] is used to set a threshold automatically to distinguish the fetal movement parts from background noises. The parts above threshold are considered as fetal movement, and the rest are background noises.
To be specific, T is a supposed threshold in Ostu method. By comparing the absolute value of the signals with T , 0 f is denoted as the ratio of the signals(less than or equal to T )to the whole signals, and the average of these signals is denoted as 0 
So the inter-class variance g of the signals is
When g is the greatest, indicating the greatest difference between the two separated parts of signals, the corresponding threshold T is the best threshold. The signals above the best threshold T are considered as fetal movement in this study.
Fetal movement extraction from TOCO signals
Different from fetal movement signals from actography, fetal movement signals involved in TOCO signals mainly composed of uterine contraction signals are weak and imperceptible. Therefore, as a solution, multi-resolution wavelet decomposition is employed to extract fetal movement signals from the embedded background noises. The gist of this method is that the original TOCO signal can be decomposed into the detailed signals ( ) In this study, the db4 wavelet was adopted and the TOCO signal was decomposed into 8 scales. Based on the experiments and several previous literature [19, 20] , it is hypothesized that the detailed signal ( ) with the low-frequency interferences included uterine contraction or baseline wandering. Hence, by zeroing these scales of detailed signals, the signals with a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which predominantly contain the information of fetal movement are reconstructed.
In order to extract the fetal movement information, Ostu method is also applied to the automatic threshold recognition of the reconstructed signals obtained above, which is the same as the process of automatic fetal movement detection from actography.
Results and discussion
As shown in Figure 1 , for the regular antenatal FHR tracing, Alg1 and Alg2 perform equally well, but the latter is undoubtedly a better choice for the irregular tracing.
As shown in Figure 2 , taking the fetal movement felt by the expert as standard, the fetal movement information obtained from actography is more abundant and accurate than that from tocography. Generally speaking, in most cases, actography method outperforms the tocography method. Table 1 The Sensitivity and PPV of four automatic fetal movement detecting methods against the gold standard of 52 cases of antenatal fetal monitoring output To further assess the accuracy of automatic fetal movement acquired from actography and tocography, the automatic fetal movement is regarded to be accurate when it appears within the -2.5 s~2.5 s interval of the fetal movement time point detected by the expert. The sensitivity and positive predictive value (PPV) of all the automatic fetal movement detecting methods, including actography, tocography and two different combinations of these two methods, are calculated. Sensitivity is the ratio of accurate automatic fetal movement to the total fetal movement identified by the expert, while PPV is calculated as the ratio of accurate fetal movement to the total fetal movements detected by the algorithms. From Table 1 , it is evident that combined method 1, of which the result is the union of results of actography and tocography, has the highest sensitivity, indicating that it identifies more accurate fetal movement. Whereas, combined method 2 shares the highest PPV, whose result is the intersection of results of actography and tocography, showing that the automatic fetal movement identified by this method is most likely to be accurate. Regarding actography and tocography, actography is generally superior to tocography. However, some fetal movement signals are identified by tocography rather than by actography, so tocography should be used in conjunction with actography. Overall, combined method 1 is recommended because of its highest sensitivity and acceptable PPV.
In order to evaluate the baseline estimation results, the expert was asked to give a specific value as the basal FHR value for each of the 52 cases, which is the multiple of 5 bpm. Then two baseline algorithms were used to estimate the baselines. For each case, the mean absolute errors (MAE) between the basal FHR value given by the expert and those computed by two algorithms were calculated. The results are shown in Figure 3 , in which the scattered points represent the MAEs of estimated basal FHR values from both algorithms with specific fetal movement duration coefficients indicating the frequencies and duration of fetal movement, which is the temporal ratio of recognized fetal movement parts obtained by combined method 1 to the whole fetal movement tracing. Two linear curves are obtained by the least squares method, which fit these points corresponding to two algorithms respectively. The results suggest that Alg2 may outperform Alg1 with a greater fetal movement duration coefficient, but the errors of Alg1 could be acceptable when the duration coefficients are within a lower boundary, for example, 0.2 in this study.
Conclusion and future work
The approaches to extract the fetal movement from actography and tocography have been proposed in this study. It is proven that the combined method which is the union of actography and tocography is valid and feasible. On this basis, a novel approach for FHR baseline estimation has been tested by utilizing the information of fetal movement. In essence, this approach is a combination of two baseline estimation algorithms, including EMD-KNN method and a linear baseline estimation method. According to the experimental results, it is concluded that the linear baseline estimation method is recommended when fetal movement duration coefficient is less than 0.2 and the EMD-KNN method is better with a fetal movement duration coefficient over 0.2.
In the future, there will be two directions to further this research: 1. to improve the combinational method continuously by involving more existing baseline estimation algorithms as the material of the resulted method or using more or better parameters as the classification indicator; 2. to develop a new baseline estimation algorithm by consulting the relationship between FHR and fetal movement.
